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Introduction 
This thesis describes the research work performed under the doctorate program 
“Communication Technology” from Public University of Navarra (UPNA), for the 
degree of Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) in Telecommunications Engineering. The 
guidance and supervision of this doctoral thesis has been conducted by Dr. Francisco 
Falcone Lanas from UPNA with the codirection of Dr. Luis Serrano Arriezu from 
UPNA. It has been entirely developed in UPNA. 
Field of study and objectives 
The research presented in this manuscript falls under the framework of dosimetry 
and deterministic estimations. A dosimetric study is carried out with the aid of a 3D 
Ray Launching simulation technique, by means of an in-house developed code at 
UPNA. 
Dosimetry is defined as the calculation of the absorbed dose when a tissue is 
exposed to electromagnetic radiation, in this case, non-ionizing radiation. It has 
reached a great importance since a part of the society starts to show concern about the 
exposure of people to artificial exposures caused by mobile phones or Wi-Fi networks. 
In fact, some entities (administrations and health bodies) are involved in the regulation 
and the release of guidelines about this subject. 
The objective of this thesis is to study dosimetry through 3D Ray Launching 
simulation technique, calibrating it by the implementation of several scenarios where 
the simulation tool is tested throughout the comparison of theoretical and 
measurement results. A simplified human body has been also developed with the aim 
of employing it in different scenarios, performing dosimetric estimations and 
providing insight on its influence in the electromagnetic power distribution inside an 
indoor scenario. Finally, obtained results are compared with different guideline 
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thresholds giving an idea of the compliance of the law when usual wireless 
communication systems are emitting. 
 
Structure of the thesis and personal contributions 
 
In this section the organization of the manuscript and the relation between the 
different works as well as the personal contribution of the author to all of them is 
highlighted. A schematic description of the thesis organization is provided in the 
upper graph. Starting from this Introduction where objectives and research line are 
defined the presented manuscript is divided in the next six chapters: 
In Chapter 1 the fundamentals of dosimetry are described to introduce the basic 
concepts for the rest of the thesis. Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) is defined as well 
as the fundamental concepts related with property of tissues and bio-heat equations. 
All legislation and guidelines around dosimetry are also presented and described in 
this chapter. 
In Chapter 2 most widely extended simulation methods are presented and not only 
their suitability as radioelectric simulation tool is described but also the reasons behind 
3 
the choice of 3D Ray Launching method for the development of this work is 
explained. Two original contributions are presented where this tool is tested 
demonstrating all its potential by the introduction of two complex indoor scenarios. 
 PAPER A: shows the consideration of vehicular environment as subject
study introducing in the simulation tool a complete car. It allows a
complete understanding of the electromagnetic waves behavior and
validation of the accuracy of the tool through the comparison between
simulations and measurements. This author took part in experimental
measurements as well as in the processing of simulation results and wrote
part of the paper.
 PAPER B: provides a more challenging scenario to study, being this a
large commercial aircraft with all the related implications: a larger scenario
with high number of obstacles, with large computational complexity. In
this case a complete radioelectric study is done, employing also different
frequencies. This author carried out simulation and processed and analyzed
all the obtained results; and wrote part of the paper.
Chapter 3 describes the use of simulation tools for dosimetric purposes and 
presents a wide study of the human body models that are usually utilized with those 
techniques. From this study a simplified human body is selected and developed for its 
application with the chosen simulation technique. Two contributions are included 
where the simplified human body model is tested: 
 PAPER C: presents a deep study of the different simulation techniques and
human body models. The developed human body is utilized and described
for the first time, calculating the power distribution inside it when it is
placed into a complex scenario. This author did the theoretical study,
performed simulations and measurements and wrote the paper.
 PAPER D: introduces the generated human body model inside a scenario
and considers its influence when a WBAN system is working. In this work
the influence of the human body is considered in a wide area instead of in a
localized area. This author provides the simplified human body model that
is used in the paper
In Chapter 4 dosimetric estimations inside complex scenarios are obtained, both, 
theoretically and experimentally. Three original contributions are included in this part: 
 PAPER E: shows the dosimetric estimation inside a commercial aircraft
where e-field strength values are calculated. Those values are compared
with different recommendations obtaining law compliance maps. This
author carried out all simulations and processed the obtained results; and
wrote a part of the paper.
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 PAPER F: presents dosimetric estimations but utilizing a car as scenario. 
Electric field values are also calculated and in this case they are compared 
with real measures obtained with a dosimeter and a spectrum analyzer. 
This author carried out measurements, processed obtained results and 
compared both, theoretical and experimental results; and wrote a part of 
the paper. 
 PAPER G: presents a scenario where human body is introduced and 
dosimetric calculations are done. In this work a Wi-Fi based 
communication system is tested getting its near and far field e-field 
strength as well as Specific Absorption Rate values obtained in the 
simplified human body model. All of them are compared with guideline 
thresholds. The influence caused by the introduction of a person inside a 
scenario is also demonstrated. This author carried out far field 
measurements and simulations, SAR estimations and the study of human 
body influence, also wrote a part of the paper. 
Chapter 5 presents the exportation of simplified human body model to other 
simulation tool introducing an original contribution: 
 PAPER H: shows the utilization of the human body interacting with 
electromagnetic precursors. This author provides the human body model 
and all the dielectric properties of the parts that compose it. 
Finally, the main body of the thesis is closed with a General discussion of results, 
current work and future lines section where a summary of the thesis is presented and 
the work that is being developed as well the future steps are described. 
At the end of the manuscript, all the References utilized throughout the work are 
presented, continuing with Author's merits where not only the presented publications 
[PAPER A]-[PAPER H] are given, but also conference proceedings and an unenclosed 
contribution are listed. 
  
 
 
 
Chapter 1.  
 
Fundamentals of Dosimetry  
 
In this chapter the main dosimetry concepts are introduced with to put the thesis in its 
context. Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) and the basic concepts related with the 
human body tissues and their energy absorption process are presented which are 
directly related with their dielectric properties and therefore their electromagnetic 
behavior. Bio-heat equations which allow the estimation of the produced heat by 
tissues when radioelectric waves interact with them are also introduced as well as 
guidelines and legislation related with dosimetry are considered studying main 
standards and how the different governments legislate about it. Finally, the main 
wireless communication systems that have been used in the dosimetry study are 
presented. 
1.1 Introduction to dosimetry 
 
Humans have been exposed to natural electromagnetic (EM) waves caused by all 
the materials and especially by sun since the beginning of their existence. Their 
interactions with natural media as well as their potential use in communications have 
led to understand and control the transmission and propagation of these waves, 
starting from the Mawell's equations and the later development of radio 
communication system at the end of the 19th century. From this milestone the 
development of wireless communication systems and the coexistence of the human 
being with artificial radioelectric waves have steadily grown, especially since the first 
mobile phones appeared until now. 
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Nowadays millions of devices are able to communicate wirelessly producing large 
amounts of radioelectric waves causing concern within part of the population of the 
harmful effects that could cause the exposure to these waves. This situation reveals the 
relevance of studying dosimetry and the corresponding legislation behind it. 
Therefore, according to [SANC 09], the electromagnetic dosimetry establishes the 
relationship between an electromagnetic field distributed through the free space and 
the inducted fields into the biological tissues. 
It must be taken into account that depending on the frequency of the transmitted 
electromagnetic wave, radiation will be ionizing or non-ionizing (figure1), ergo, the 
radiations of high frequency like X or gamma rays have the capacity to ionize matter. 
In this work only dosimetry when considering non-ionizing radiation are studied, 
those frequencies can transmit information to long distances and are usually employed 
in wireless communication systems. They also could be dangerous for people, 
considering that non-ionizing radiation are capable of heating tissues with which they 
interact if the transmit power is large enough. This phenomenon is produced when the 
electromagnetic energy is converted in heat due to dielectric losses. More than this, the 
higher the frequency is, the larger the amount of energy that is transmitted is and 
therefore, higher frequencies inside the non-ionizing frequencies group can heat 
tissues more easily than the lower ones. 
 
Figure 1.1 Radioelectric spectrum division considering systems, frequencies, wavelength and ionizing 
capacity 
The main parameter that quantifies the electromagnetic absorption of the biological 
tissues in frequencies between 100 KHz and 10 GHz is known as SAR (Specific 
Absorption Rate) and according to [SANC 09] it is described as follows: 
"SAR is defined as the time rate at which energy is deposited in any kind of material 
per unit of mass; that is, the power absorbed by the tissue per unit of mass. Thus, SAR 
is the parameter employed to quantify the electromagnetic absorption inside 
biological tissues like human body. It is also defined as the ratio between the 
infinitesimal amount of radiofrequency power absorbed in the infinitesimal mass of 
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tissue surrounding a specific point. In other terms, SAR can be seen as the velocity at 
which the human body absorbs the electromagnetic energy." 
More definitions of SAR can be found in the literature [IEEE 99], nevertheless all 
of them agree in the concept of quantity of power absorbed by the tissues per unit of 
mass and in an interval of time. 
It is accepted as the standard indicator of dosimetry [WANG 11] and it is used to 
evaluate the hazards of a radioelectric transmission calculating it through the 
following formula [SANC 09]: 
   
 
 
    
 
(1.1) 
As it can be seen, SAR [W/Kg] is strongly related to the received rms electric field 
value (   ) and to the characteristics of the exposed tissue, taking into account its 
density   [Kg/ m3] and conductivity   [S/m].  
By performing the time integral of SAR, Specific Absorption (SA) is obtained 
which is evaluated as the relationship between electromagnetic field energy (  ) and 
a differential mass element (dm) that absorbs it [SANC 09]: 
   
  
  
(1.2) 
According to [WANG 08] two approached can be defined for the SA calculation, 
the first one in the time domain: 
                 
 
 
 (1.3) 
where      is the current density and the second one in the frequency domain: 
                    
 
  
 (1.4) 
where      is the conductivity and      is the Fourier transform of     . SA is 
therefore a valid approach to obtain an effective exposure for multi-frequency signals, 
such as UMTS, that SAR is not able to consider since it only takes into account the 
time variation of sinusoidal signals. 
Since the exposure to electromagnetic field is defined in terms of electric field, 
magnetic field and incident power density in the range of 3KHz to 300 GHz this 
parameter must be understood. In near field absorption is complex and therefore it is 
not definable as a vector. However in far field the frequency, polarization and 
dimensions of the material are fundamental and the calculation of the incident power 
density can be done utilizing the following formula [SANC 09]: 
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            (1.5) 
where    is the incident power density in W/m2 and     is the complex conjugate 
of the magnetic field intensity. 
1.2 Properties of tissues 
 
Some concepts must be internalized when talking dosimetry and to understand 
what happen when a non-ionizing radiation interact with a biological tissue or any 
material [SANC 09]. Both, electric permittivity and magnetic permeability are 
essential when an electromagnetic problem is analyzed. In fact, they complete 
Maxwell equations introducing the material electromagnetic properties in the 
calculation:  
         
    
  
     (1.6) 
           
    
  
    (1.7) 
                     (1.8) 
                        (1.9) 
                 (1.10) 
                  (1.11) 
where     is the electric field,     is the magnetic field,    is the surface density, ρ is the 
volumetric density,      is the electric flux and     is the magnetic flux. The first four 
formulas complete the classical Maxwell equations, nevertheless, electric permittivity 
ԑ (F/m) gives a description of the interaction between the electric field intensity and 
the dielectric material, while magnetic permeability μ (H/m) provides the interaction 
of the material with the magnetic field.  
Electric permittivity can be defined as follows: 
      
           (1.12) 
where    is the electric permittivity of the vacuum,    is the dielectric constant and     
is the loss factor. Dielectric constant represents the facility of the exposed material to 
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preserve electric energy and according to [SANC 09] relative electric permittivity (  ) 
is also used: 
  
 
  
                   (1.13) 
From this expression the dielectric loss tangent (    ) is extracted and as the loss 
factor it is defined as the dissipated energy due to the polarization mechanism inside 
the dielectric. Finally the electric conductivity   (S/m) is defined as the capacity of a 
material to let the electric current pass through. 
  
 
 
      (1.14) 
When the human body is characterized the dielectric constant and conductivity of 
the different tissues that are considered should be utilized. These variables are 
obtained from the permittivity of the dielectric materials, however, obtaining this 
value is not a trivial task when the material under study is a biological tissue. 
Therefore, for this purpose two different techniques are proposed, so-called In Vivo 
and In Vitro. 
In Vivo method involves the appliance of the probe directly inside the tissue, 
hence, sedation or surgery may be required and this is the reason why this kind of 
methods are usually used in animals and not in humans [WARS 74]. 
Figure 1.2 Example of in vivo measurement inserting the probe in a mouse[KWON 06] 
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By contrast, In Vitro techniques require the organ to be completely removed and 
placed in a suitable container for the measurements of the dielectric properties. These 
methods could cause errors considering that the conditions of the tissues are changed, 
because the temperature and the content of the sample are varied. The measurement 
will strongly depend on the origin and  handling of the sample since a part of the water 
content of the biological tissues are evaporated in the time elapsed between the donor 
is deceased and the study is carried out, decreasing in this period the conductivity and 
permittivity caused by the decrease of the dipolar nature of the material. 
In [SANC 09] an extensive literature where the dielectric properties of different 
human body tissues are obtained in a wide range of frequencies is shown, introducing 
also the pattern [GABR 96] that allows their calculation. Due to the complexity of 
their structure and composition, biological materials do not describe a lineal 
relationship between their dielectric characteristics and frequency, showing different 
"relaxation zones". A Cole-Cole expression lets user make a calculation for a range of 
hertz to gigahertz presenting four different dispersion regions.  
         
   
            
          
 
     (1.15) 
where ԑ is the permittivity,    is the ionic conductivity, τm is the relaxation time and 
Δԑm is the downfall of the permittivity for the frequency range   <<1 to  >>1. As 
aforementioned the needed dielectric properties are obtained from permittivity, being 
dielectric constant the real part of      and conductivity its imaginary part. In Table 
1.1 the parameters that allow the modeling of the frequency dependence of the 
dielectric properties for different biological materials is shown, depicting in Figure 1.3 
the result for various tissues. 
 
Figure 1.3 Conductivity and dielectric constant vs frequency for different types of biological tissues. 
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Table 1.1 Summary of all variables utilized for the calculation of dielectric properties of different 
biological tissues by Cole-Cole expression [SANC 09] 
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1.3 Bioheat equation 
 
Temperature increase produced when electric field penetrates inside biological 
tissues as a result of the dielectric losses caused when electromagnetic energy turns 
into heat, is a complex process where more than one mechanism of the human body 
takes part.  This means that there is not a direct relationship between the arrived 
electric field and the produced heat and it is influenced by thermal migration, blood 
perfusion or convection. The following equation is the first bioheat equation which 
was proposed by Pennes [SANC 09], [PENN 48]: 
  
  
  
                       (1.16) 
where  [J/kg·K] is the specific heat, ρ [kg/m3] is the tissue density,  [J/(s·m·K) is the 
thermal conductivity,  [K] is the tissue temperature,   [J/(s·m3)] is the rate of tissue 
heat production and   [J/(s·m3)] is the rate of heat transfer from blood to tissue. 
This equation has evolved over the time with the aim of considering more natural 
mechanisms that human body utilizes to generate or disperse heat and to correct 
fundamental errors of the original equation. Thus, including the effect of blood 
perfusion and the volumetric metabolic heat generation [SANC 09], [ZHOU 09], [XIE 
10], [HU 11]: 
  
  
  
                          (1.17) 
where   [Kg/(m3·s)] is the volumetric blood perfusion rate,   [J/(kg·K)] is the 
specific heat of blood   [K] is the temperature of arterial blood and   [J/(s·m3)] is 
the volumetric metabolic heat generation rate. 
The bioheat equation is modified to the following version where absorbed 
microwave power is considered. [SANC 09], [YANG 07]: 
  
  
  
                      (1.18) 
where   [J/(s·m3)] is the metabolic heat generation,   [J/(s·m3)] is the heat 
deposition as a consequence of the absorbed microwave power and  [J/(s·m3)] is the 
heat exchange mechanism due to blood perfusion. 
Finally SAR distribution is introduced to calculate induced heating profile [SANC 
09], [CARL 13], [ALMO 10], [HIRA 00]: 
  
  
  
                      (1.19) 
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where ρb is the blood density and   [m3/(kg·s)] is the volumetric perfusion rate of 
blood. 
In more recent approaches, previously showed bioheat equations are combined 
with different simulation techniques [SHAG 09], [BOTT 12], [SHOS 06] providing a 
powerful tool to calculate the generated heat when electromagnetic waves interact 
with biological tissues. 
 
1.4 Recommendations and guidelines 
 
All countries have independence when legislating about dosimetry and permitted 
maximum exposure levels, but those legislations are usually based on ICNIRP ( 
International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection) guidelines, an 
organization that has the approval of WHO (World Health Organization) [WHO 14].  
These guidelines of the entity are based on the modern scientific knowledge, 
however, with the aim of being prudential they are usually far away from the real 
threshold that the science has considered as hazardous for human being, according to 
[BUE 06] the safety margin set guidelines ten times lower than the real threshold. 
ICNIRP only takes into account the elevated temperatures induced inside tissues due 
to short time exposures, since the potential carcinogenic effects produced by long 
exposures have not been proved enough to consider them as a cause to consider 
restrictions. 
According to [ICNI 98] the following dosimetric quantities are considered in the 
different frequency ranges. 
 Until 10 MHz → Current density J 
 Until 110 MHz → Current I 
 100 KHz - 10 GHz → SAR 
 300 MHz - 10 GHz → SA 
 10 GHz - 300 GHz → Power density S 
In the following tables the accepted reference levels by ICNIRP for occupational 
and general public are shown. Evidently, the occupational reference levels are higher 
because a worker will be more exposed to radiations produced by an antenna when he 
get close to it, to repair or test the antenna. 
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Table 1.2 Reference levels for occupational exposure to variant in time magnetic and electric fields 
[ICNI 98]. 
Table 1.3 Reference levels for general public exposure to variant in time magnetic and electric fields 
[ICNI 98]. 
Of these tables it follows that for 2.4 GHz (the most commonly used Industrial 
Scientific Medical, ISM, frequency) the maximum power density that a worker could 
be exposed is of 50 W/m2 and the general public could be exposed to 10 W/m2. 
Utilizing E-field strength, one of the most widely used indicators when dosimetry is 
studied, it can be seen that the occupational level is of 137 V/m and a common person 
could be exposed to 61 V/m. In Figure 1.4 the evolution of the reference E-field 
strength threshold considering all the spectra is depicted. 
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Figure 1.4 Evolution of E-field strength level with the frequency for general public and workers [ICNI 
98]. 
As aforementioned, ICNIRP only does the recommendations and each government 
is in charge of doing their country legislation, e.g. Spain applies ICNIRP 
recommendations  through the "Real Decreto 1066/2001" that are based on European 
Union 1999/519/CE [BUEN 06] recommendation that have followed ICNIRP 
recommendations. In fact, this procedure is common in most countries of the 
European Union with few exceptions. In Figure 1.3 a map with the different 
legislations that are established in the countries of European Union is depicted with 
information extracted from [STAM 11]. 
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Figure 1.5 Map of maximum electric field exposure levels imposed in all European Union countries 
[STAM 11]. 
The Institute of Electronic and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) has developed another 
internationally well recognized standard, the IEEE C95.1 [IEEE 99] . The approach is 
similar to that seen in ICNIRP guidelines with some differences in thresholds. As it 
happens with ICNIRP recommendations, C95.1 has been adopted by some countries, 
in fact, U.S. Federal Communications Commission and Canada have issued their own 
laws based on these recommendations. It is used in the frequency range 3 KHz-300 
GHz and two different environments are distinguished, controlled (occupational) and 
uncontrolled (generic public). 
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Figure 1.6 Power density, electric and magnetic field strength thresholds established by IEEE C95.1 
standard for generic public. 
Recommendations not only deal with SAR limits, but also some of them try to 
specify the protocols that should be followed when SAR measurements are done. 
IEEE SCC34 [GROU 14] standard describes, inter alia, measurement techniques, 
calibration techniques or phantom models. On the other hand, 3GPP TR 25.914 [3GPP 
05] standard describes the way in which the measurements should be done for 3G user
equipment and CTIA standard [CTIA 13] defines general requirements for laboratory 
tests as equipment configurations or laboratory techniques  
1.5 Systems under consideration. 
The need for dosimetry and its regulation is a consequence of the high spread of 
different wireless systems in the last twenty years. The biggest revolution in this sense 
is the introduction of mobile technologies, thus becoming the mobile phone into an 
indispensable device in the life of millions of people all over the world. This fast 
growth of a new technology arises doubts in relation to their safety and the 
introduction of new technologies as Wi-Fi increase population concern level. 
Moreover, since wireless technologies are becoming cheaper and more accessible a 
great number of new applications where numerous devices interact among each other 
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are being developed nowadays, giving rise to the concept of Internet of Things (IoT) 
[COET11], [BARI 13], [ATZO 14], [HUAN 10]. IoT congregates the most extended 
wireless communication standards working together to provide a service where the 
user can interact transparently with a huge amount of objects [BELL 13]. It is 
supported by Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) which are responsible for capturing 
and sending information about different aspects depending on the purpose of the 
system [BENK 14], [DIAO 10], [ALAL 05], [ALEM 07], [GAO 14]. In Figure 1.7 a 
schema of IoT with the most usual technologies employed is shown. 
Figure 1.7 IoT functioning schema. 
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Examples of WSN systems that nowadays are under development and that could 
become commonplace in the future are electronic health (e-Health) systems [CAST 
13], [COVA 09] and Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) [ZENG 10], [DILE 09], 
[SELV 08]. E-Health allows the implementation of real time patient monitoring 
systems that can help to increase the efficiency of medical staff since emergencies can 
be detected faster [PODZ 12], [SHIN 04], [FRUH 11]. It can also accelerate the 
diagnose process giving to the family doctor a great record of different vital constants 
as well as allow distance diagnosis or telemedicine [NOIM 11], [BOBA 07], [ZEEB 
10], [MWES 13], [LIU 13], [HASS 13a], [PAPA 13].  
On the other hand ITS have the potential to increment not only the driver and 
passenger comfort, but also the security of road trips. Nowadays two kinds of 
communications are distinguished based on Vehicular Ad-hoc NETworking 
(VANET), Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) [WANG 13a], [KAVI 09], [BAZZ 11] and 
Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) systems [HUAN 13], [IDE 12], [MILA 12], [MA 12], 
[HASS 13b], where the vehicle is connected to sensors situated in other vehicles or in 
the infrastructure of the road such as traffic signals or streetlights. 
Considering not only current wireless communication systems, but also future 
trends, some wireless technologies have been taken under consideration in the 
different experiments carried out in this thesis. 
IEEE 802.15 
IEEE 802.15 workgroup is responsible of the release of standards related with 
Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPAN), being the most extended technologies 
Bluetooth, RFID and ZigBee. Seven task groups are defined under this standard, 
placing Bluetooth in 802.15.1 and ZigBee and RFID in 802.15.4.  
According to the standard [IEEE 05], WPAN allow the connection among a private 
group of participants covering short distances and without a direct connection to an 
outside network as Internet. Taking into account this definition, inexpensive and 
power efficient solutions can be implemented. 
Since Bluetooth comes as standard in mobile phones, it has become the most 
widely utilized WPAN technology. A high number of applications have been 
developed basing on this standard, starting from popular hand-free car systems 
[HEHU 12], to more complex tools that are being developed nowadays [HUNG 14], 
[LIU 14], [SANG 14]. 
Bluetooth works in 2.4 GHz ISM (Industrial, Scientific and Medical) band 
reaching ranges from 10m to 100m emitting with 1mW, 2.5mW or 100mW power. It 
is capable of supporting 7 users simultaneously and a maximum bit rate of 720Kbit/s.  
On the other hand low rate WPANs as ZigBee or RFID are defined by IEEE 
802.15.4 [IEEE 11]. The utilization of a lower rate is the result of searching a less 
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complex and energy saving technology. In spite of the fact that the starting point is the 
same, the operation and objectives of these two technologies are completely different.  
In RFID system a passive or active tag is interrogated by a reader and information 
is sent. The energy saving nature of RFID is especially true since passive tags are 
powered by the electromagnetic wave generated by the reader. As a consequence of 
the low price of these tags, RFID has been widely utilized as anti-thief system and as 
personal identification system [FLORE 08], [BERZ 12]. The standard defines 
different frequency bands that will be chosen depending on the purpose of the system. 
Evidently bit rate and consequently power consumption will change as a function of 
the employed frequency. 
On the other hand, ZigBee systems are focused on WSN, allowing networks 
formed by 240 devices. It also operates in the 2.4GHz frequency band and reaches a 
maximum data rate of 250 kb/s, typically sufficient for WSN applications. The 
original idea behind ZigBee was its use in home automation [NEDE 09], [DOMI 12], 
developing wireless devices as switches or thermostats with long autonomy and easy 
installation. Nevertheless, a high number of new devices and applications are being 
developed based on this technology as a consequence of its flexibility [GUO 10], 
[SHIY 14], [BEDF 12]. 
Finally, IEEE 802.15.6 standard deals with Wireless Body Area Networks 
(WBAN), defined as a standard for the vicinity or inside a human body [IEEE 12a]. 
As a consequence of a very low transmit power, battery life is increased and SAR is 
minimized. Strong security is also provided for the case that sensitive information is 
transmitted. Evidently, the main field of application of this standard is e-health and 
medical environment [IVAN 12], [BARU 11] 
IEEE 802.11 
IEEE 802.11 specifies the use of Media Access Control (MAC) and physical layer 
(PHY) for Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN) [IEEE 12b]. They are commonly 
known as Wi-Fi and allow the connection of a computer or other devices to a 
computer network in a local area, such as a home. The use of this technology has 
grown in the last decade thanks to the success of laptops and the usual policy of 
telephone companies of giving a router with each Internet connection contract. Wi-Fi 
systems have been controversial in the last years, especially for their installation in 
schools and the consequent exposure of children to electromagnetic waves. 
Over time, the standard has evolved introducing different modulations, frequencies, 
higher data rates and other characteristics. Originally the IEEE 802.11 standard 
released in 1997 allows connections of 2Mb/s reaching 100 m distances. Nowadays, 
IEEE 802.11n [IEEE 12] standard defines the use of 5GHz frequency and can 
communicate with a data rate of 150 Mb/s reaching maximum distances of 250m. 
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Besides, four different frequencies are considered in the standards, 2.4GHz, 3.6GHz, 
5GHz and 60GHz. 
Since Wi-Fi is one of the most extended wireless communication systems, a large 
number of works have been published dealing with problems [JANE 07], [YOON 12] 
and offering different applications based on it [DOBI 11], [HERS 10]. This 
widespread adoption and the constant evolution of the standard shows that this 
technology will be used for a long time. 
3GPP 
With no doubt mobile technologies have become one of the biggest revolutions in 
the last decade. However, the necessary installation of base stations to allow correct 
system operation, especially in urban areas, has led to the rejection by a sector of the 
population to these communication systems. 
The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) is responsible for standards relating 
to mobile communication technologies. Originally the aim of this group consisted in 
developing the third generation mobile phone system based on Global System for 
Mobile Communications (GSM), however the scope was extended and nowadays they 
develop virtually all standards behind mobile communications. 
Nowadays three standards are working together to offer data transmission to users, 
Universal Mobile Telecommunication System(UMTS), High Speed Packet Access 
(HSPA) and more recently Long Term Evolution (LTE). UMTS is known as 3G and it 
was defined firstly in Release 99. This system works in 2100 MHz and 900 MHz band 
in Europe and can reach data rates of 348 kbps [3GPP 00].  
HSPA appeared by the first time in Release 5 allowing to communicate with a 
maximum data rate of 7.5Mbps, however, in Release 7 HSPA+ was presented and 
theoretical 42 Mbps data rate is supported. The main difference between HSPA and 
UMTs is modulation and reduction in Time to Transmit Intervals, since UMTS 
utilizes QPSK modulation and HPSA 16/64 QAM [3GPP 02], [3GPP 07]. 
Finally LTE was presented in Release 8 and improved in Release 10 with LTE 
advanced. Thanks to the use of a larger spectrum and a higher spectral efficiency LTE 
is able to offer a maximum bit rate of 300 Mb/s [3GPP 08], however LTE advanced is 
able to reach 1Gb/s bit rate [3GPP 11] thanks to, among other things, the 
implementation of MIMO and higher order Coding and Modulation schemes. 
When these systems are studied, the behavior of the mobile phone must be 
considered since depending on the distance between the mobile phone and base 
station, the transmission power would change and therefore maximum and minimum 
thresholds should be taken under consideration. 
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Chapter 2. 
Simulation techniques 
In this chapter a variety of electromagnetic simulation techniques are introduced and 
described, presenting their main characteristics, advantages and disadvantages. 
Based on this study the most suitable simulation technique is chosen for this work and 
a complete description of its operation is presented. Two original contributions are 
presented: (i) the study of a vehicular scenario where the simulation technique is 
tested, (ii) the introduction of an aircraft inside the simulation tool as an example of a 
complex indoor scenario. 
2.1 Description of simulation techniques 
Thanks to simulation techniques the real world can be studied and understood with 
the only aid of a computer. The behavior of different systems in different 
environments can be emulated without any of them even existing. As an example, an 
architect can know how a building in project is going to withstand winds, earthquakes 
or any other natural effect to make major structural changes and minimize risks 
[ARCH 14]. 
When electromagnetic waves are simulated, how they propagated in an area or the 
way they interact with different materials can be determined. One of the most common 
ways to use those powerful tools is performing coverage calculations of wireless 
systems to determine the best locations to place access points or base stations [SKID 
96], [BRAG 14], [CHRY 10], [HOU 11], [PAPK 08]. However, the validity of these 
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results will strongly depend on the accuracy of the utilized simulation method which is 
the result of the correct consideration of the phenomena that occurs in the reality. 
Obviously, a more accurate simulation method will be more complex and 
consequently the volume of calculations and the computational demand will be higher. 
This is the reason why when a simulation technique is chosen, a good balance between 
accuracy and computational cost should be found. The simulation techniques that 
usually give the best approach to reality are the full-wave methods, these techniques 
are based on numerical approaches to the resolution of Maxwell's equations, extracting 
from them the most accurate results in the case that all of the parameters of the 
simulated scenario are correctly introduced. 
Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) is one of the most widely used 
deterministic methods not only with general purposes, but also in the dosimetry area 
[WANG 13b]. Method of Moments (MoM) is also a widely extended technique when 
dealing with electromagnetic problems [WANG 13b], particularly when scattering is 
dealt with. 
One of the principal study areas where these kinds of simulation tools are used is 
the development and study of antennas, structures or conductors [HYUN 11], [STAK 
03], [TOYO 08], [ZHAN 12]. However, the use of the method is extended to other 
areas, especially when it is hybridized with simpler methods, allowing a faster study 
of more extensive areas [WANG 00], [ZAHO 11].  
At the other end, empirical models can offer results in a much shorter time but with 
less accuracy. These methods are obtained and calibrated from previous measurements 
and therefore they are strongly associated with the original scenario. This is the reason 
why when the topology or complexity of the scenario is different the results are a far 
cry from reality. 
Most of them implement implicitly or explicitly the calculation of free space losses 
(2.1) and include other variables based on the measurements and the characteristics of 
different locations:  
       
       
 
        
(2.1) 
where Pr(d) is the received power, Pt is the transmitted power, Gt is the gain of the 
transmitter antenna, Gr is the gain of the receiver antenna, λ is the wavelength, d is the 
distance transmitter-receiver and L are the losses of the system not related with 
propagation. 
Okumura is one of the most widely used empirical methods in urban scenarios. 
This model is the result of the measurements that Okumura did in Tokyo emitting 
from a base station to consider the attenuation produced when the signal was received 
in mobile devices [OKUM 68]. This model allows the use of distances from 1 to 
100km utilizing frequencies in the range of 150 to 1500 MHz. The Hata model tries to 
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complete Okumura model introducing a formula for the losses in free space and 
therefore working in the same frequency range, giving rise to the Okumura-Hata 
method [MEDE 00], [ALAM 12], [SCHN 96]. 
Other methods have been developed to model indoor environments. Whilst Cost 
231 [CORR 09], ITU-RP 1238 [ITUR 12a] and Multi-Wall [SUJA 05] methods are 
able to take into account propagation losses produced by walls and floors, Linear Path 
attenuation model [DEVA 90] and Keenan-Motley method [KEEN 90] try to consider 
the calculated scenario by doing a preliminary measurement. 
Figure 2.1 Comparison between the estimation of power distribution obtained from an empirical and 
a deterministic method [LOPE 12] 
In [LOPE 12] a comparison between a deterministic and empirical method is 
presented. As it can be seen in Figure 2.1 the differences are large and the main reason 
is that the fundamental radiopropagation phenomena, which is multipath propagation, 
is obviated and the predominant considered phenomena is free space loss. The 
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deterministic method utilized in [LOPE 12] is Ray tracing, one of the most used 
techniques due to the fact that it does not require as much computation time as the 
aforementioned deterministic methods. 
Taking into account the good balance between processing time and accuracy, the 
three dimensional ray launching method has been chosen as the main tool in the 
development of this work. This algorithm has been entirely developed by students at 
the Public University of Navarre and has already proved its validity and good 
performance in several papers [AZPI 14], [AZPI 12], [MORE 12], [NAZA 12], [ITUR 
12b].  
It is based on Geometrical Optics (GO) and Geometrical Theory of Diffraction 
(GTD), providing GO approach the consideration of direct, reflected and refracted 
rays and introducing the consideration of diffracted rays through the use of GTD and 
its uniform extension, the Uniform Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (UTD). In 
Figure 2.2 the main phenomena considered are depicted. 
Figure 2.2 Phenomena that intervene in electromagnetic propagation and are considered in the 3D 
Ray Launching technique. 
Since computers are not able to consider the continuity of reality, it must be 
discretized, giving rise to the concept of resolution. Two kinds of resolution are 
considered, spatial and angular resolution. Angular resolution is defined as the number 
of rays in which the electromagnetic wavefront produced by the antenna is divided. It 
must be taken into account that a higher angular resolution provides a greater 
resemblance to a real wavefront and consequently the results will be more accurate. 
However, the processing time will be higher when a greater number of rays are 
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launched and therefore, in this case the appropriate balance between accuracy and 
computing time should be found again.  
A spherical coordinate system in function of (θ,ϕ) angular variables is used to 
determine how the wavefront is discretized. In Figure 2.3 the division of the 
electromagnetic wave into rays is illustrated for the horizontal plane, Δϕ being the 
angle between two rays and therefore the angular resolution. 
Figure 2.3 Illustration of the division of the wavefront in n finite components for one axis carried out 
by the 3D Ray Launching code. 
On the other hand, the spatial resolution determines into how many parts the 
scenario will be divided. This three-dimensional entity will be called hereafter cuboid. 
Evidently this resolution follows the same rules as angular entity, when the space is 
divided into a higher number of cuboids, computational complexity is increased but 
reality is considered more precisely. 
Related to resolution, it must be taken in account that its inadequate consideration 
may result in divergence problems. This means that if the scenario is overly big and 
the grid that divides it is too small, some rays never reach some cuboids that in the 
reality should pass through. This could also be a problem of angular resolution in the 
case that the number of launched rays is not enough. 
In Figure 2.4 an example of this phenomenon is shown. An empty scenario is 
depicted and divided considering two different spatial resolutions. As it can be seen 
two rays are launched and in the case where the cuboids are larger, rays cross all of the 
divisions while in the other case more than one cuboid will not receive any rays. This 
example is an obvious simplification of the problem and its accuracy will be poor in 
both cases, nevertheless the principle is the same for more complex approaches. 
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Figure 2.4 Explanation of divergence caused by the resolution differences. 
Continuing with the previous example, it can be seen that if the number of 
ricochets were larger, rays would probably have reached more cuboids. Thus, the 
number of bounces or reflections must be taken in account; a large number of them 
also provide a better approach at the expense of doing more calculations. 
Another characteristic of the simulation code is that it is programmed to work only 
with cubic objects and not with curved surfaces or angles, so the introduction of some 
kinds of objects is a challenge. This may not be a big problem considering that objects 
such as chairs, tables, closets and in general the furniture inside an indoor scenario are 
usually easily divided into rectangular parts. However, a human body is a very 
complex structure and it must be simplified. Fortunately this approach may not 
necessarily be critical considering that the wavelength is small if it is compared with 
the parts that compose the human body simplification. 
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2.2 [Paper A] ZigBee Radio Channel Analysis 
in a Complex Vehicular Environment 
3D Ray Launching technique is tested in this paper, exhibiting good performance 
in an indoor environment. The selected scenario is a car due to the fact that nowadays 
some wireless technologies work together inside it and also, new technologies are 
developing for this environment. V2V (Vehicle to Vehicle) or V2I (Vehicle to 
Infrastructure) are the Vehicular ad-hoc Networks (VANET) that are being studied as 
an evolution of Mobile ad-hoc Networks (MANET). 
This, combined with the fact that a car is a place where people are confined 
surrounded by metallic walls makes the car an ideal scenario for dosimetry analysis. 
However, this environment must be characterized and the correct operation of the 
simulation tool tested, because of the inherent complexity and the high number of 
reflections expected. 
The selection of ZigBee as emitting technology is due to not only its suitability for 
this environment as a consequence of the flexibility and low energy consumption of 
ZigBee devices, but also for being one of the most extended Wireless Body Area 
Network (WBAN) technologies along with Bluetooth and RFID. Thus, a great number 
of applications can be developed exploiting Man-Vehicle communication through 
WPAN. 
Once the goals have been introduced, the main features of this publication are the 
following: 
 A transmitter is located over the dashboard taking into account the characteristics
of a Xbee device and six receivers are considered, one for each seat and a last one
over the back tray.
 The suitability of the code is supported through statistical estimations and
comparing simulation results with real measurements.
 The behavior of radioelectric waves inside the car is studied calculating not only
power distribution, but also power delay profiles and the delay spread, which are
clear indicators of the impact of multipath propagation within the scenario.
 The feasibility of a ZigBee based system inside the scenario is proved thanks to
current consumption calculation and obtaining the values of the Packet Error Ratio
(PER).
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[PAPER B]  47 
2.3 [Paper B] Characterization and 
Consideration of Topological Impact of 
Wireless Propagation in a Commercial 
Aircraft Environment 
Since the topology of the scenario is essential for the radio-propagation and power 
distribution, the radio channel analysis is evaluated in different environments. 
Continuing with the philosophy of [Paper A], an entire aircraft is considered in [Paper 
B] due to the high concentration of people that usually can be found inside it and the
high reflectivity of its walls. 
Besides, nowadays new wireless technologies for passenger comfort in flight are 
developing, leading to a new situation where antennas are installed and operate inside 
airplanes. Therefore, the aim is to study not only radioelectric propagation but also the 
subsequent dosimetry analysis inside aircrafts. 
In this paper, the schema is similar to the followed in [Paper A] but with the 
novelty of the introduction of an entire aircraft inside a 3D Ray Launching simulation 
tool considering all of its parts (e.g. seats, and porters). Therefore the main features of 
this publication are: 
 All of the elements inside an Airbus A380 aircraft are considered in the simulation
, being this one of the biggest commercial aircraft that is used nowadays with two
floors and 550 seats distributed between them.
 Seven antennas are distributed all over the scenario placing them strategically with
the aim of spreading electromagnetic power across the aircraft. Three different ISM
(Industrial, Scientific and Medical) frequencies are considered (900 MHz, 2.4GHz
and 5GHz) in order to compare the obtained results. This corresponds to the
radioplanning analysis, which is the initial step for further coverage/capacity
system level approaches.
 A statistical analysis of the scenario is done validating the use of the 3D RL
simulation method.
 The obtained results are studied through horizontal power distribution planes,
power distribution vs distance graphs, Power Delay Profiles (PDP) and delay
spread distributions. As expected lower frequencies lead to higher power levels
received all over the scenario and the number of ricochets are also higher since the
rays propagate for longer distances (i.e., longer time distributions of reflected
components in the PDP estimations). In any case more rebounds take place as a
consequence of the existence of metallic walls.
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Chapter 3. 
Dosimetric calculations through 
simulation techniques 
This chapter describes the utilization of simulation tools in order to carry out 
dosimetric calculations and experimentations. The main human body models are also 
studied comparing their complexity as well as their possible uses with the aim of 
choosing the most suitable model for the used method. The chosen model is presented 
and deeply described, introducing not only its main characteristics, but also all the 
considerations behind its construction. Two original contributions are presented: (i) 
the human body model is introduced for the first time in a work performing a localized 
study considering the power distribution inside and outside the human body and 
comparing results with reality, (ii) a wide area study introducing the human body into 
an entire scenario when a real e-health system is working.   
3.1 Simulation techniques and dosimetry 
The use of simulation techniques when dosimetric issues are studied pose a great 
support since in some cases theoretical estimations are easier to carry out than the 
experimental ones. This is especially true when the absorption rate inside the human 
body is estimated, since a probe is not able to be placed, as an example, inside the 
brain of a person. This is the reason behind the wide utilization of FDTD simulation 
technique, it allows the study of the influence of electromagnetic waves in localized 
parts of the human body with high precision [NAGA 11a], [TAYL 95], [ALFA 05]. 
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As an example, the SAR value obtained when someone is using the mobile phone is 
one of the most common measurements.  
Nevertheless, when the area under analysis is larger as a consequence of the 
consideration of the environment where the human body is located, "lighter" 
techniques in terms of calculation loads must be used. In accordance with what has 
been shown in the previous chapter, the use of 3D RL technique is a good option as a 
consequence of its good simulation time/accuracy balance, although examples of 
empirical techniques can be found in the literature [DURN 79]. 
In any case, human body models should be considered when dosimetric estimations 
are done, especially when SAR is calculated since it measures the absorption produced 
in different tissues. The considered model is independent of the simulation technique 
chosen, however more accurate techniques usually consider more complex 
approximations, maintaining a higher global accuracy for all the process. More simple 
simulation techniques can implement more simple models since the technique will not 
be able to consider all the complexity of a more complete human body model. 
These possible complexity levels force to carry out a deep study of the different 
possibilities considering not only the limitations of the simulation tool, but also the 
requirements of the study. 
3.2 Human body models 
 
The intrinsic complexity of the human body leads to the existence of different 
approaches when it comes to implementing it computationally.  This variety goes from 
the simplest models where the morphology is not crucial to more complex models 
where the human body must be considered with total precision. 
The most simplified human body models are constructed using only a basic 
geometric object, starting with the cylindrical modeling [POLJ 03], [RUAN 09], 
[GHAD 04], [PETR 14]  where a cylinder is used to represent the entire human body. 
This cylinder is endowed with the dielectric properties of a biological tissue, usually 
the properties of skin [PETR 14]. 
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Figure 3.1 Cylindrical simplification of human body [POLJ 03] 
Spheroidal [DURN 79], [UZUN 87], [REIV 99], [DURN 75] or ellipsoidal [CANS 
03], [OZEN 01], [MASS 77] forms are also used to consider the complete human 
body and in this case the use is similar to what has been seen with cylinder. In some 
cases the simplified human body is divided in different layers [UZUN 87] to consider 
not only a unique tissue, but also more than one, introducing muscle, blood or any 
tissue present inside the human body. 
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Figure 3.2 Human body divided in several layers and its corresponding  spheroidal simplified model 
[UZUN 87] 
In some cases these simplifications are used to simulate a particular part of the 
human body [SURD 08], [GOUZ 07], [BASH 10], evidently these models try to 
exhibit similar lengths to the original parts and this is the reason why complete body 
models are stretched while the head models can be a perfect sphere (Figure3.3). 
 
Figure 3.3 Spherical model for the study of the SAR distribution in the gray matter when it is exposed 
to electromagnetic waves [SUR 8] 
In the next scale the simplified human body models with some morphological 
resemblance can be found [CHUA 97a], [CHUA 97b], [FUJI 06]. This kind of models 
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show the basic human body structure considering head, arms and legs, nevertheless 
they are constructed with simple structures like rectangles.  
 
Figure 3.4 Electric field distribution considering a real model and its simplification [FUJ 2006]. 
Finally, high resolution models are defined [NAGA 08], [DAW 98], [NAGA 11b] 
termed this way because they represent the human body in a very precise way. The 
main difference with previous models is that the morphology of the human body is 
divided in smaller parts, leading to results which are more similar to reality.  
One of the most important reference regarding human body modeling is called 
HUGO [SHIN 07], [VUCH 13], [RAAD 13], [MOTR 06] and it is implemented in 
CST (Computer Simulation Technology) [CST 13] based on Visible Human Project® 
[NLM 13]. Two human body cadavers was sectioned, one in 1993 belonging to a man 
and with a resolution of 1millimeter and another one two years later belonging to a 
woman with a resolution of 0.33 millimeters. From that dissection a complete and 
precise library of all the human body parts was obtained and it can be used for several 
purposes once a license has been obtained. 
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Figure 3.5 Example of the human body HUGO utilized for SAR calculation in [RAAD 13] 
The parameterization of the two genders is important as long as not only the 
morphology is different but also some materials can have different properties. Those 
phenomena have also reproduced when persons of different ages are considered, 
especially when the subject under study is a child, the dielectric properties of the 
human body tissues change with age. Some computational human body models have 
been obtained utilizing Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), in [NAGA 11b] [NAGA 
09] National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT) in 
Japan has computerized human body models of different ages, including pregnant 
woman models, to use them in electromagnetic dosimetry. 
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Figure 3.6 Human body models obtained by NICT [NAG 11] of two sexes and considering different 
ages.  
In some cases and taking into account the high processing load produced by the 
consideration of the high resolution model, some researchers usually work using only 
a part of the human body [LAZZ 97] , [FASH 11], [DIMB 91]. In figure 3.7 an 
example where the electromagnetic source is placed next to the head is depicted, 
whereas the transmitter is a phone and they are usually used in this way, it is 
reasonable for the study be focused only on the area of the head. 
Figure 3.7 An example of a high resolution human head model utilized for the study of the influence of 
electromagnetic waves produced by a mobile phone when it is next to head. [LAZZ 97] 
Finally, some researchers construct their own mannequins called phantoms, thus 
being able to compare computational results with more realistic data. Different scale 
of complexity can be also found in these models, depending on the resources or 
necessities of the designer. However, usually only a part of the body is reproduced and 
in most cases, a liquid or gel is utilized instead of a solid object [HAMB 03], [YAMA 
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13], [MACH 06], [WATA 10]. Those phantoms do not have to necessarily emulate a 
healthy tissue, in some cases they can take in account a cancerous tissue [ORTE 12]. 
At the other end, SAM (Specific Anthropomorphic Mannequin) is a widely 
extended morphologically realistic phantom that is usually utilized to measure SAR 
values inside head and also has a digital model that is used in numerical simulations 
[LEE 07], [LEE 11], [MONE 10]. This phantom has been created by SPEAG [SPEA 
13a] that also has developed a entire human body phantom called POPEYE (POsable 
Phantom for Electromagnetic sYstems Evaluations) [SPEA 13b] that follows IEEE 
SCC34 [GROU 14], 3GPP TR 25.914 [3GPP 05] and CTIA [CTIA 13] standards.  
As well as in digital versions of human body, phantoms must be correctly 
constructed, providing them the same properties as human body. When the 
aforementioned liquid or gel phantoms are created a mixture of different materials is 
implemented to give as similar characteristics as possible and in most cases they are 
similar to the materials shown in Table 3.1. It can be seen that each material provides 
a specific characteristic to the phantom and it is not strange that the main part of the 
mixture consists of water since the human body is principally composed of it.  
 
Table 3.1 Materials that are usually utilized in liquid or gel phantoms, their quantity and effect in the 
mixture [YAMA 13]. 
3.3 Developed human body model 
 
Once the different human body models implemented have been studied, the most 
suitable and convenient model for the utilized ray launching code is selected. Taking 
into account the geometrical limitations imposed by the code but without forgetting 
that the morphology of an object could be essential when a correct propagation 
estimation is obtained, a simplified human body model with morphological 
resemblance is chosen. 
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This simplification poses a big challenge considering the complexity and 
irregularity of the human body, not only in its exterior but also in organs, bones and all 
the parts that compose the inner body. In any case, the morphology has been basically 
maintained by consulting several information sources for the exterior and interior of 
the human body. 
The exterior dimensions have been extracted from [ERGO 14], [FIGU 14] and by 
performing several measurements in real individuals. It has been considered the 
widely known proportionality of the human body, programming a parameterized 
human body that respects those proportions depending on the introduced height. 
 
Figure 3.8 Standard proportions of the human body in accordance with [ERGO 14] 
When dealing with the interior of human body apart from organs and bones, all the 
tissues that surround them should be considered. For this model three different layers 
have been defined over bones, skin layer, muscle layer and veins/arteries layers 
obtaining their thickness from [OCW 14]. Finally, dimensions of organs and bones 
consistent with anatomically realistic body models shown in Figure 3.9 and from 
[BIOD 14] where the dimensions and situation of the different organs are visible. 
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Figure 3.9 Anatomically realistic human body models and complete digitalized human anatomy(right) 
[BIOD 14] 
The human body model has been implemented taking into account the possibility 
of considering different layers in simulation. Thus, four "resolution" levels are 
defined, giving the possibility of use spanning from a model with only skin properties 
until a model with all parts previously mentioned. With this possibility the processing 
time can be decreased considerably because fewer cubes will be used during 
simulation and therefore less calculations will be performed. 
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Figure 3.10 Developed human body model dissected with all the different layers visible. 
The simplified body model has been endowed with more configurable possibilities 
starting from the option of changing its orientation so that it can lie down on the 
ground or be oriented to other sides. Its position can be also changed allowing the 
possibility of taking the sitting posture 
The characteristic that complete the adequate functionality of the human body 
model is the correct implementation of the dielectric properties of the different tissues 
of which it is comprised. In this case and using the aforementioned formula extracted 
from [SANC 09], a human body model with frequency dependent tissue dielectric 
characteristics has been programmed.  
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As an example, in Figure 3.11 dielectric constant versus frequency is depicted for 
various biological tissues.  
 
Figure 3.11 Dielectric constant vs Frequency for different biological tissues 
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3.4 [Paper C] Evaluation of electromagnetic 
dosimetry of wireless systems in complex 
indoor scenarios with human body 
interaction 
Once the different human body models are studied and a simplified body is 
developed, it is tested utilizing the high resolution configuration where all parts of the 
human body are considered.  
The developed human body model is introduced inside an entire floor of the 
Jerónimo de Ayanz building of the Public University of Navarre. Nevertheless, the 
human body is considered in a confined region by applying a technique of spatial 
resolution differentiation by zones. In this case, the human body is placed in a high 
resolution zone and the rest of the scenario has low resolution. This configuration 
allows the possibility of studying how the electromagnetic wave interacts with the 
materials that form human body when it is located inside a relatively large scenario, 
but decreasing considerably the processing time. The relevance of this communication 
can be summarized as follows. 
 A deep study of different human body models and simulation techniques is
presented to justify the use of the developed simplified human body model.
 The study of the power distribution inside a human body model is carried out when
it is situated in a complex scenario and exposed to an antenna emitting in front of
the model. Thus, not only the exposition of the human body is evaluated, but also
the influence of the entire room to the rays that finally reach the person.
 The correct operation of the human body model is studied placing receivers over a
real person and changing its position on the scenario for the comparison between
simulated and measured results. Thus, good performance is achieved in all cases
with low error rates.
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3.5 [Paper D] Analysis and Description of 
HOLTIN Service Provision for AECG 
monitoring in Complex Indoor Environments 
 
Since the human body is composed by water in a high percentage its absorption 
rate is high and it should be considered in all simulations where a person is involved. 
The study of WBAN systems is a paradigmatic case where its consideration is 
compulsory, taking into account that by definition human body will be a part of the 
system. 
HOLTIN is a novel e-Health service for monitoring and electrocardiogram (ECG) 
analysis developed by LQTAI (Life Quality Technology Accessibility and Innovation) 
[LQTA 14]. Combining this tool with other monitoring system a complete patient 
tracking system could be developed based on WBAN and Bluetooth [MARTI 09]. 
In [Paper E] the HOLTIN device is studied considering the influence of a person 
through the use of the human body model in an indoor complex scenario. Therefore, 
the main features of this publication are: 
 The influence of the human body in the performance of real WBAN system based 
on Bluetooth is studied and furthermore, it is shown how the power distribution 
changes when a person is introduced as a consequence of its high absorption rate. 
 Given the RSSI values obtained from HOLTIN system, simulation results are 
compared and a good accuracy is obtained demonstrating again the suitability of 
the selected simulation method. 
 The low resolution configuration is used, demonstrating that when the inner portion 
of the human body is not going to be studied, the consideration of skin dielectric 
properties are sufficient and a good approach to reality is obtained. 
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Chapter 4. 
Dosimetric estimation of complex 
scenarios  
In this chapter dosimetry is studied simulating different complex scenarios and the 
existing guidelines which determine maximum exposure levels. Three original 
contributions are introduced in this chapter: (i) the consideration of a commercial 
aircraft is obtaining E-field strength values as well as "guideline compliance" maps, 
(ii) E-field values when a ZigBee system is emitting inside a car comparing then with 
real values obtained from a dosimeter, (iii) dosimetry estimations using the developed 
human body model through E-field strength and SAR. 
4.1 [Paper E] Estimation of Electromagnetic 
Dosimetric Values from Non-Ionizing 
Radiofrequency Fields in an Indoor 
Commercial Airplane Environment 
In spite of the fact that ICNIRP guidelines are only recommendations and as 
aforementioned each government decides their own legislative regulation for 
electromagnetic exposure, those recommendations are a good indicative when 
dosimetric estimations are performed since most of the laws are based on it. In fact, 
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ICNIRP recommendations are widely used in several papers [BORN 09], [QABA 07], 
[GRAS 12]. 
As mentioned previously, in [Paper B], an aircraft is a suitable location for 
dosimetric estimation analysis. In [Paper F] a smaller commercial airplane has been 
chosen, specifically an Airbus A320. Nevertheless, it can be also considered as a big 
and complex indoor scenario since it has dimensions of 32.5 x 3.67 x.2.3 m. 
In this case the 3D Ray Launching tool is used to calculate Electric field values, 
converting it from received power with the following formula. 
  
    
    (4.1) 
where P is the received power values in watts, m2 is the area of the cuboids defined in 
the simulation and e is the electric field value. This equation an approximation to the 
received spherical wave: 
  
    
  
  
 (4.2) 
where λ is the wavelength of the transmitted signal. The main features of this 
contribution can summarized as follows: 
 ICNIRP guidelines and their adequacy to the different countries in Europe are
studied as well as the different simulation techniques.
 An antenna is situated in the center of the aircraft emitting in two frequencies,
2.4GHz and 5GHz obtaining the E-field distribution through the scenario.
 Not only the ICNIRP thresholds are considered to determine in what parts of the
aircraft the limit is surpassed but also IEEE C95.1 thresholds are also taken into
account. It is shown that ICNIRP guidelines are more restrictive in both
frequencies
 Received limitations are only higher than the limit in the center of the aircraft,
when the considered point is in the vicinity to the emitting antenna.
PAPER E 
Electromagnetic Biology and Medicine (2013) 
Estimation of Electromagnetic 
Dosimetric Values from Non-
Ionizing Radiofrequency Fields in 
an Indoor Commercial Airplane 
Environment 
Erik Aguirre, Javier Arpón, Leire Azpilicueta, Peio López 
Iturri, Silvia de Miguel, Victoria Ramos and Francisco 
Falcone 
Artículo E eliminado en cumplimiento de la Ley de Propiedad Intelectual 
(Real Decreto Legislativo 1/1996, de 12 de abril). 
4.2 [Paper F] Analysis of Estimation of 
Electromagnetic Dosimetric Values from Non-
Ionizing Radiofrequency Fields in 
Conventional Road Vehicle Environments  
In [Paper G] the scenario used in [Paper A] is considered for the dosimetric 
calculation. In this paper a ZigBee system and different mobile technologies (GSM, 
UMTS) are simulated and measured using not only the FieldFox analyzer but also 
EME Spy 121 personal dosimeter.  
Depending on different factors mobile technologies emit different power and this is 
considered when the simulations are performed, introducing as a result of this upper as 
well as lower power thresholds. 
With the aim of calculating the received electric field values, formula (4.1) and 
formula (4.2) have been used for the calculation of E-field extracted from the 
simulation and spectrum analyzer respectively. The contribution of this paper is 
summarized as follows:  
 Technologies that usually can be operating together inside a car are studied and the
obtained E-field maximum values are in all cases far away from the ICNIRP
guideline thresholds.
 With the comparison between simulation and measurement results, especially with
the values obtained from dosimeter, the suitability of the simulation method as
dosimetric estimation tool is proved.
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4.3 [Paper G] Evaluation of Electromagnetic 
Interference and Exposure Assessment from 
s-Health Solution based on Wi-Fi Devices  
Although the electric field strength is widely used when dosimetry is studied, SAR 
is the standard indicator to determine the exposure of a person to radioelectric waves 
and therefore it is considered in most research works. Employing formula (4.1) the 
absorbed energy by a specific tissue can be calculated starting from the received E-
field value. 
In this work both, E-field strength and SAR values are considered when a Wi-Fi 
transceiver is emitting. A Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) has been chosen 
since WBANs usually require a higher area network to transmit the received 
information collected from sensors.  
An indoor room has been chosen as the scenario under study, taking into 
consideration that a wireless device as presented in this work could be operating inside 
a hospital room or a patient´s home. The main features of this publication are: 
 Near field values are measured accurately thanks to the aid of automated system
and an E-field probe within an anechoic chamber. Those results exceed the
established threshold in the International Electrotechnical Commission Standard of
Electromedical Devices.
 However, the values received in far field are far from the threshold established by
ICNIRP for the utilized frequency. The electric field estimation has done with
measurements and using the 3D RL simulation tool demonstrating once again the
accuracy of the tool.
 Two different situations have been considered theoretically, populating the room
with people or leaving it empty. The difference is notorious since the E-field values
are higher when the human body is introduced. This experiment supports the
assumption of the high influence that the human body has in the overall power
distribution.
 The influence of the human body is also visible when received power, PDP and
Delay spread are compared in the case of empty and populated situations.
 SAR values are calculated in one of the considered human body models, obtaining
as a result that the absorbed energy is low according to ICNIRP guidelines.
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Chapter 5. 
Application of the human body 
model to alternative simulation 
techniques 
The exportation of the human body model to other simulation techniques is studied 
including one original contribution related with precursors: (i) basic morphology of 
the human body and its dielectric characteristics are used in another context. 
5.1 [Paper H] Evaluation of the Brillouin 
precursor performance for ultra wide band 
intra-body technologies 
When an ultrawideband (UWB) signal interacts with a dispersive and absorptive 
material each frequency have a different absorption rate and also travels a different 
phase velocity[MOHA 12]. As a result of these effects, precursors are defined as the 
characteristic wave patterns caused by the dispersive nature of the material when the 
main wave is propagating inside it.   
They are usually considered as negative a contribution, nevertheless the advantages 
of this phenomenon have been considered in several applications, since they become 
predominant at greater depths instead of the carrier frequency of the signal. Due to this 
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characteristic the main applications are related with imaging and remote sensing 
[ONG 03], [DAWO 12a], [JIAN 11], [SAFI 09], [DAWO 12b], [LUKO 09].    
Forerunners were explained by the first time in 1914 by Sommerfeld and Brillouin 
[OLSO 11] and in fact high frequency precursor (above resonance) is called 
Sommerfeld precursor and low frequency precursor (bellow resonance) is known as 
Brillouin [OUGH 05]. 
When a precursor is considered in a dispersive medium with a cole-cole behavior, 
such as a human body, the achieved electromagnetic wave penetration can be useful 
for imaging purposes. However, when the dosimetry is studied this penetration leads 
to a heat of internal tissues as it can be concluded from [NAJA 10] where the carrier 
frequency heats the surface of the water and decays rapidly with tissue depth, but 
when the precursor is considered, heat distribution is more constant and decays 
slower. In Figure 5.1 the concept of precursor formation through the human body is 
depicted. 
Figure 5.1 Brillouin precursor formation (red) through the human body when a properly configured 
input signal (blue) is considered. 
When EM propagation inside the human body and interaction between different 
organs or parts inside the human body with radioelectric waves is calculated, full wave 
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techniques are more suitable as a consequence of their precision and for being 
localized simulations in a specific human body part. 
In this work a Frequency-domain simulation technique combined with the 
simplified human body model is used to study precursors. Thus, the possibility of 
combining this model with other simulation techniques is carried out. The main 
features of this publication are: 
 All the different parts of the human body model are considered with their dielectric
characteristics with the aim of studying Brillouin precursor through the human
body.
 Those characteristics are extracted from the human body model presented in this
thesis and therefore the possibility of export this model to other simulation
techniques is corroborated.
 The characteristics of the Brillouin pulse are demonstrated since a higher amplitude
level is received when it is used in a dispersive media like the human body.
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General discussion of results, 
current work and future lines
From the work presented in this thesis some aspects of the dosimetric calculation 
through simulation methods are covered, specifically aspects centered in the 
deterministic 3D Ray Launching simulation technique. While the human body model 
as well as its implementation in some full wave simulation techniques is usual in the 
bibliography for dosimetric calculation in localized zones of the human body, the 
study of the influence of the human body as well as the dosimetric evaluation in 
different environments is novel and has not been considered in depth. The employed 
simulation method makes enables this analysis thanks to the advantages it exhibits 
over other methods. 
Thus and once the basic dosimetric theory has been presented, the work has been 
developed as follows: 
Two original contributions are presented directly related with the use of the ray 
launching code in two complex environments and capable to contain an acceptable 
volume of people. The selected environments are a car and an aircraft, demonstrating 
in the former the accuracy of the simulation tool when they are compared with real 
measurements and in the latter, its application in a more complex scenario since the 
airplane is bigger and is composed by much more objects. Likewise basic results from 
which they can perform dosimetry studies are shown. WBAN and WLAN 
technologies are studied considering the necessity of this work is supported by them 
since their rise is behind the necessity of controlling the emissions of the wireless 
communication systems based on electromagnetic waves. 
After a comprehensive study of the different human body models proposed in the 
bibliography, a simplified human body model is chosen taking under consideration 
both its features and its suitability with the simulation tool. Two original contributions 
where this human body model is tested are proposed. On the one hand, a study 
centered in the human body is carried out; analyzing waves propagation inside it and 
over the skin. Comparing simulation results with measurement results, the good 
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performance of the simplified model is supported. On the other hand, the human body 
model as well as its environment is considered, introducing it in a complex scenario 
surrounded by objects with different dielectric properties. Thus, the influence of the 
human body (a very absorptive object) on the power distribution obtained all over the 
scenario is verified. Moreover, all the study is based on the behavior of the patient 
monitoring system known as HOLTIN and therefore the potential of the simulation 
tool and human body model to determine the correct implementation of a WBAN is 
corroborated. 
Three original publications, where dosimetric estimations are obtained from 
simulator, are presented to demonstrate its potential application in this area. In the first 
contribution a commercial aircraft is considered and estimations of electric field are 
compared with the principal electromagnetic exposure recommendations (ICNIRP and 
IEEE C95.1).  Three frequencies are considered not only to check their behavior, but 
also taking into account that these are the frequencies where mobile networks, WBAN 
and WLAN operate. The second publication considers a car as the scenario and, with 
the aid of an spectrum analyzer and a dosimeter, it is corroborated that the simulation 
code works correctly. In the third paper SAR estimations in human body are carried 
out and electric field estimations are obtained in far and near field. Once these three 
cases have been shown, not only the potential of the simulation tool is demonstrated, 
but also it is shown that with usual emissions the different maximum thresholds are 
not exceeded. 
Finally, the developed human body model is exported to another simulation tool, 
based in full wave technique, where the interaction between human and precursors is 
studied.  Precursors can be counterproductive when dosimetry is studied, since 
precursors are capable of propagating more efficiently through dispersive medium and 
therefore the absorption rate of the tissues inside human body is raised. 
Hence, the results extracted from this thesis can be summarized as follows: 
 The need to use simulation techniques when different kinds of dosimetric 
estimations are carried out is corroborated. 
 Not only the effectiveness of the ray launching code when dealing with the 
electromagnetic estimation into different complex environments is proved, but also 
its potential as dosimetric estimation tool is corroborated. 
 Once the simplified human body has been developed and tested, its proper 
functioning as well as its suitability for certain dosimetric studies is shown. 
 The potential of the human body model is demonstrated since it is exported to other 
simulation technique. 
  
 With regard to the study of dosimetry, it is proved that when communication 
systems are working normally they do not generate values higher than the 
thresholds recommended by different regulation entities.  
Work in progress and future lines 
One of the lines that has been defined, deals with vehicular communications and 
two cases are studied, private transport and massive transport. In addition to wireless 
technologies that nowadays are operating jointly in these transports, new technologies 
that must be studied are being developed. In relation to motor vehicles as cars, buses 
or motorbikes, new MANET technologies known as VANET, which will be 
implemented in the future, are being developed. They will be implemented in vehicles 
and roads to increase the security of drivers and passengers. Nevertheless, massive 
transportation means shows other necessities as Internet connectivity especially in 
commercial flights where passengers are inside aircrafts for a long time.  
Dosimetric study of these environments, as well as the influence of the human 
body when wireless systems are implemented is essential. Thus, we are working in 
this direction, the influence of the human body inside an urban bus supposing a 
wireless network has been studied and besides, dosimetry measurements have been 
carried out in a regular bus line. The next step is the study of radioelectric propagation 
depending on the density of people inside the vehicles, especially in big public 
transport services as airplanes or buses. 
 
E-field strength measurement results in a regular bus line. 
The consideration of other vehicles has been also taken into account, starting from 
two wheeled vehicles. In fact, a motorbike has been implemented in simulation code 
including a person over it. In this sense, sea vehicles as boats or canoes could be 
implemented as well as new aerial vehicles as light aircrafts or canopies. 
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Implementation of the human body riding a motorbike. 
 
Another line of work that is being developed is related to monitoring persons in 
different sport disciplines. Nowadays we are studying three sports, surfing, judo and 
running. These lines are especially interesting since the utilized devices must work 
wirelessly and must be suitable for the environment where the sport takes place, e.g. a 
sensor adhered to a surfer must be waterproof. Therefore, the use of the simulation 
tool presented in this thesis can aid to determine if the system is able to work under 
adverse conditions taking into account the way that it emits. 
 
Received power level when the human body is situated over a surfboard. 
 
  
Finally, an evident line of work can be found in the study of dosimetry in different 
kinds of scenarios, taking under consideration not only indicators as previously 
utilized SAR and electric field, but also SA or bioheat equation. In fact, a work related 
with SAR calculation when a microwave oven is emitting has been written and is 
under review.  
 
Received power level when a microwave oven is working and the human body is placed in front of it. 
 
Besides, SA values have been calculated in a work related with precursors that is 
under review. From here, new SA calculations will be considered not only for an only 
point, but also for the entire human body as has been done previously with SAR. On 
the other hand, the implementation of bioheat equation is also a clear objective since it 
describes the mechanism by which electromagnetic energy turns into heat. 
Related to this line of work, the possibility of hybridizing 3D Ray Launching 
technique is raised considering that this method is unsuitable for near field. Thus, 
FDTD technique could be used in the vicinity of the antenna and ray launching in the 
rest of the scenario, achieving good results in the vicinity of the antenna without 
compromising the efficiency of the simulation method. 
Therefore the future lines can be summarized as follows: 
 Undertake studies of the influence of people on EM wave propagation in different 
scenarios, with particular emphasis on mean of transport where new wireless 
technologies are being developed and the density of individuals may influence its 
functioning. It is also interesting to vary the density of people per square meter to 
check this effect. 
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 The consideration of new scenarios, both, vehicular environments and other 
environments where the influence of people is unavoidable, as sport disciplines in 
which the incursion of certain sensors may help in the development of competition. 
 The performance of dosimetric estimations in more environments such as places 
where a large number of people will be confined or places where people will be 
exposed to radioelectric waves inevitably, as well as in areas considered "sensitive" 
such as schools. 
 The implementation of bioheat equation to estimate the heat generated due to the 
exposure of people to electromagnetic waves. Moreover, to continue the study of 
different dosimetric indicators, especially the estimation of SA when precursors are 
considered. 
 The hybridization of the code with the most suitable complete wave simulation 
technique to consider the near field, as well as a more exhaustive study of the 
interaction between radioelectric waves and the human body 
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Discusión general de los 
resultados, trabajo en desarrollo y 
líneas de futuro 
A partir del trabajo presentado en esta tesis se cubren varios aspectos del calculo 
dosimétrico a través de métodos de simulación, centrado en concreto en el método de 
simulación determinista de trazado de rayos en 3D. Si bien tanto el modelado del 
cuerpo humano como su implementación en determinadas técnicas de simulación de 
onda completa son algo habitual en la bibliografía, con las que se obtiene un cálculo 
dosimétrico preciso de zonas localizadas del cuerpo humano, el estudio tanto de la 
influencia del cuerpo humano, así como de la evaluación dosimétrica de diferentes 
entornos es algo novedoso y en lo que se ha profundizado mínimamente. El método de 
simulación utilizado, hace posible el desarrollo de este trabajo, gracias a las ventajas 
que muestra frente a otros métodos 
De esta manera y una vez presentada la teoría básica referente a dosimetría el 
trabajo se ha desarrollado de la siguiente manera.  
Se proponen dos contribuciones originales relacionadas directamente con el uso del 
código de trazado de rayos en dos entornos complejos y susceptibles de albergar un 
volumen aceptable de personas. Los entornos seleccionado son un coche y un avión, 
demostrando en el primer caso la fiabilidad del método de simulación al comparar los 
resultados obtenidos con medidas reales y en el segundo caso su aplicación a un 
entorno considerablemente más complejo por su tamaño y número de objetos de que 
lo componen. Se presentan los resultados básicos a partir de los cuales se pueden 
llevar a cabo estudios dosimétricos. Se estudian tecnologías WBAN y WLAN, en las 
cuales se sustenta la necesidad de este trabajo, ya que su auge es el responsable de la 
necesidad de controlar las emisiones de los sistemas de comunicación inalámbricos 
por radiofrecuencia. 
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A partir de un estudio exhaustivo de los diferentes modelos de cuerpo humano 
utilizados en la bibliografía se escoge un modelo simplificado teniendo en cuenta sus 
características e idoneidad para con las herramienta de simulación. Se proponen dos 
contribuciones originales donde este es testado. En la primera de ellas un estudio 
centrado exclusivamente en el cuerpo humano es llevado a cabo, comprobando la 
propagación de las ondas en su interior así como encima de la piel. Comparando estos 
últimos resultados con medidas reales se determina el correcto funcionamiento del 
modelo simplificado. En el segundo artículo son considerados tanto el modelo cuerpo 
humano como su entrono introduciéndolo en una escenario complejo rodeado de 
numerosos objetos con diferentes características dieléctricas. De esta manera se 
comprueba la influencia del cuerpo humano, un objeto muy absorbente, en la 
distribución de potencia obtenida en el escenario. Además, todo el estudio se basa en 
el comportamiento del dispositivo de monitorización de pacientes HOLTIN, con lo 
que el potencial del modelo de cuerpo humano, así como de la herramienta de 
simulación para determinar la correcta implementación de una red WBAN es 
demostrado. 
Tres publicaciones originales son tenidas en cuenta utilizando el simulador como 
herramienta para el cálculo dosimétrico y con el fin de demostrar su potencial en este 
campo. En la primera de ellas se tiene en cuenta un avión comercial donde se hacen 
estimaciones de campo eléctrico que son comparadas con las principales 
recomendaciones de exposición electromagnética (ICNIRP, IEEE C95.1). Además, 
tres frecuencias son consideradas con el fin de comprobar cómo se comportan estas, 
así como de tener en cuenta las frecuencias en las que trabajan las principales redes 
móviles, WBAN y WLAN. El segundo trabajo considera el coche como escenario 
donde gracias al uso de un analizador de espectros y un dosímetro se demuestra que el 
código de simulación funciona correctamente. En la tercera publicación, se llevan a 
cabo estimaciones de SAR sobre el cuerpo humano, además de llevar a cabo 
estimaciones de campo eléctrico en campo cercano y lejano. Después de presentar 
estos tres casos,  no solo se demuestra el potencial de la herramienta de simulación, 
además se comprueba que emitiendo normalmente raramente se superan las 
recomendaciones impuestas por los diferentes organismos. 
Finalmente el modelo de cuerpo humano es exportado a otra herramienta de 
simulación donde se estudia su interacción con los precursores. Resulta un estudio 
interesante ya que los precursores tienen la capacidad de propagarse más 
efectivamente por los entornos dispersivos, algo que puede ser contraproducente en el 
estudio de la dosimetría, ya que puede elevar el ratio de absorción de los órganos que 
componen el cuerpo. Por otro lado se demuestra la posibilidad de exportar el modelo 
simplificado de cuerpo humano desarrollado a otros métodos de simulación. 
Por lo tanto los resultados obtenidos en esta tesis se pueden resumir en los 
siguientes puntos: 
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 Se demuestra la necesidad de usar técnicas de simulación para llevar a cabo 
estimaciones dosimétricas de distintos tipos. 
 Se demuestra la eficacia del código de trazado de rayos a la hora de resolver el 
cálculo electromagnético en entornos complejos de distinta índole así como su 
potencial a la hora de llevar a cabo estimaciones dosimétricas. 
 Después del desarrollo y la utilización del modelo de cuerpo humano simplificado, 
el buen funcionamiento de este es demostrado, así como su idoneidad para 
desempeñas determinados estudios dosimétricos. 
 El potencial del modelo de cuerpo humano es probado al exportarlo a una técnica 
de simulación diferente. 
 En lo que concierne al estudio dosimétrico como tal, se comprueba que trabajando 
en condiciones normales, los sistemas de comunicación estudiados no generan 
valores por encima del límite recomendado por los diferentes organismos de 
regulación. 
Trabajo en desarrollo y líneas futuras 
Una vez que las líneas de trabajo principales han sido afianzadas se puede 
contemplar una fotografía general a partir de la cual se desarrollan las líneas futuras y 
en las que actualmente se está trabajando. 
Una de líneas claras que se han definido es la vehicular, con dos vertientes, el 
transporte privado y el transporte masivo. Además de las tecnologías inalámbricas que 
conviven hoy en día dentro de estos medios de transporte, se están desarrollando 
nuevas tecnologías que deben ser estudiadas. En lo que respecta a los vehículos a 
motor como, coches, autobuses e incluso motos, se están desarrollando nuevas 
tecnologías MANET denominadas como VANET que acabaran implementándose en 
vehículos y carreteras con el objetivo de aumentar la seguridad. En los métodos de 
transporte masivos ofrecer conectividad a los pasajeros del vehículo es uno de los 
objetivos que se plantean en la actualidad, especialmente en los vuelos comerciales 
donde los pasajeros se encuentran durante más tiempo en el interior.  
El estudio dosimétrico de estos entornos, así como la influencia del cuerpo humano 
a la hora de implementar los diferentes sistemas inalámbricos es algo fundamental. Es 
por eso que actualmente se estás desarrollado trabajos en esta dirección, se ha 
estudiado la influencia del cuerpo humano en el interior de un autobús urbano 
suponiendo una red en su interior y se han hecho medidas de dosimetría en una línea 
convencional. El siguiente paso en esta línea es hacer estudios de densidad de 
personas en los que se varía el número de estas en los diferentes vehículos, 
especialmente en transportes públicos grandes como son los aviones y autobuses.  
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La idea también es considerar otros vehículos, empezando por vehículos de dos 
ruedas, existiendo ya una implementación de una motocicleta con una persona encima. 
En ese sentido se pueden plantear además diferentes vehículos marítimos como 
lanchas o barcas así como otros vehículos aéreos como avionetas o parapentes. 
Otra línea de trabajo que está siendo desarrollada es la relacionada con la 
sensorización de las personas en diferentes modalidades deportivas. Actualmente tres 
deportes están siendo estudiados, el surf, el judo y el running. Estas líneas de trabajo 
resultan especialmente interesantes porque evidentemente los dispositivos utilizados 
tienen que ser  inalámbricos así como resistentes a las condiciones en las que se da el 
deporte, por ejemplo, un sensor adherido a un surfista ha de ser resistente al agua y 
uno utilizado por un judoca debe resistir los golpes y no influir en la movilidad del 
usuario. Por lo tanto utilizar la herramienta presentada en esta tesis puede ayudar a 
determinar si el sistema podrá comunicarse bajo condiciones adversas teniendo en 
cuenta la forma en la que emite el dispositivo. 
Por último existe una línea de trabajo evidente dentro del estudio dosimétrico de 
diferentes tipos de escenarios, considerando tanto los diferentes indicadores como el 
campo eléctrico y SAR ya presentados en este trabajo, así como otros diferentes como 
el SA o la ecuación de biocalor. De hecho, existe un trabajo pendiente de revisión en 
el que se expone el modelo de cuerpo a un horno microondas en el que se han 
obtenido resultados de SAR 
Además, ya se han llevado a cabo cálculos de SA relacionados con los precursores 
dando como resultado un trabajo ya en revisión. A partir de aquí se van a considerar 
cálculos no solo en puntos concretos sino que también en todo el cuerpo al igual que 
se ha hecho con el SAR. La implementación de la ecuación de biocalor también parece 
un objetivo claro teniendo en cuenta que describe el mecanismo por el cual la energía 
electromagnética se convierte en calor. 
Relacionado con esta línea, se plantea la posibilidad de llevar a cabo una 
hibridación de código teniendo en cuenta que este método no funciona adecuadamente 
en campo cercano. De esta manera se podría utilizar técnicas como FDTD en las 
proximidades de la antena y trazado de rayos en el resto del escenario, consiguiendo 
resultados correctos cerca de la antena sin comprometer en exceso la eficacia del 
método de simulación. 
Por lo tanto las líneas futuras se pueden resumir en los siguientes puntos: 
 Llevar a cabo estudios de la influencia de las personas en la propagación de las 
ondas en diferentes escenarios, haciendo especial hincapié en medios de transporte 
donde existen nuevas tecnologías en desarrollo y la densidad de personas pueda 
influir en su buen funcionamiento. Siendo interesante variar la densidad de 
personas por metro cuadrado para comprobar este efecto. 
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 Considerar nuevos escenarios tanto en el entorno vehicular como en otros entornos 
donde la presencia de la persona es fundamental, siendo un claro ejemplo de estos 
las diferentes modalidades deportivas en las que la incursión de ciertos sensores 
puede ayudar al desarrollo de la competición. 
 Llevar a cabo estimaciones dosimétricas en más entornos, tanto por ser espacios 
con gran afluencia de gente o donde inevitablemente las personas van a ser 
sometidas a ondas electromagnéticas, así como en espacios considerados 
"sensibles", como pueden ser colegios, guarderías o hospitales. 
 Implementar la ecuación de biocalor para poder estimar el calor generado como 
consecuencia de la exposición de las personas a las ondas electromagnéticas. 
Continuar además con el estudio de los diferentes indicadores dosimétricos, 
especialmente la estimación SA cuando se consideran los precursores. 
 Hibridar el código con la técnica de onda completa más conveniente con el fin de 
poder considerar el campo cercano así como un estudio más exhaustivo de la 
interactuación de las ondas radioeléctricas con el cuerpo humano.
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